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Abstract
We consider two generic facility location problems, the traveling
salesman facility location problem (TSFLP) and the the probabilistic
traveling salesman facility location problem (PTSFLP), both of which
have been a subject of intensive investigation recently. Concerning the
TSFLP, we first prove that it is optimal under the triangle inequality
to locate the facility at a node, which always requires a visit, and
we improve the worst-case bound of the heuristic proposed in [5].
Concerning the PTSFLP, we reduce it to the solution of n probabilis-
tic traveling salesman problems and moreover, we propose an O(n2)
heuristic which is a factor of O(log n) from both the optimal TSFLP
and the PTSFLP. We conjecture that the worst-case guarantee can
be improved to 0(1). A byproduct of our analysis is an O(n 2) al-
gorithm which solves the PTSFLP in a general network given an a
priori probabilistic traveling salesman type of tour, thus improving
the algorithm proposed in [4] by a factor of n. If customer locations
are random in the Euclidean plane, we prove that the heuristic pro-
posed in [5] is asymptotically optimal, the PTSFLP is asymptotically
equivalent to TSFLP and the heuristic we are proposing is within 25%
of the optimal TSFLP.
Key words: Probabilistic combinatorial optimization problems, facility lo-
cation, heuristics, probabilistic analysis.
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Introduction
We consider two generic facility location problems, the traveling salesman
facility location problem (TSFLP) and the the probabilistic traveling sales-
man facility location problem (PTSFLP). Both these problems have been
a subject of intensive investigation recently.
The TSFLP is defined as follows: We are given a set of n nodes, which
represent customer locations, on a network. Each day a call for service
might originate from node i with probability pi. By a specific time of
each day, a service unit receives the list of calls for that day and starts an
optimal traveling salesman tour using the underlying network that visits
all the customer locations in the list. The objective is to find an optimal
location for the service unit, so that the expected distance traveled over all
possible instances of the problem is minimized.
If instead of using a re-optimization strategy at every instance, we use an
a priori tour with the strategy of visiting the nodes at a particular instance
in the same rder as they appear in the a priori tour, then the problem of
simultaneously locating a facility and an a priori tour in order to minimize
the expected distance traveled is called the probabilistic traveling salesman
facility location problem (PTSFLP). We call the strategy of visiting the
present nodes at every instance in the same order as they appear in the a
priori tour, thus skipping nodes which are not present, the PTSP strategy.
The essential difference between the two problems is that we use a re-
optimization strategy in the TSFLP and a PTSP strategy in the PTSFLP.
The TSFLP has been considered by Eilon et al. [8] and Burness and
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White [7], where heuristic approaches are proposed.
Recently Berman and Simchi-Levi [3] solved TSFLP problems on a tree
network in O(n) time by exploiting the special tree structure. For general
networks Berman and Simchi-Levi [5] proposed a heuristic for the TSFLP
with relative worst-case error of - and in [11] extended their analysis for the2
Euclidean and the rectilinear metric. In section 2 we improve the worst-case
bound of their heuristic.
The idea of using an a priori tour for the solution of traveling salesman
problems when instances ae modified probabilistically was first introduced
in the Ph.D thesis of Jaillet [9]. This idea was generalized to other com-
binatorial optimization problems in the Ph.D thesis of the author [6], in
which the probabilistic minimum spanning tree problem, the probabilistic
traveling salesman problem, the probabilistic vehicle routing problem were
analyzed. In a facility location context, Berman and Simchi-Levi [4] pro-
posed an O(n 3 ) algorithm to solve the PTSFLP in a general network if an
a priori probabilistic traveling salesman type of tour is given. In section 3
we improve on this result by showing that if the a priori tour is given then
the optimal location can be found in O(n 2) time.
The paper is organized as follows. In section we prove that if there
exists a node i with probability pi = 1 then it is optimal under the triangle
inequality to locate the facility at node i. This result is important in a
practical situation where there is a certain location which always generates
demand for service. In section 2 we improve the worst-case bound of in
[52 to prove that the heuristic has a relative worst-case error of -2[5] to prove that the heuristic has a relative worst-case error of (1 -Pi)
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where i is the optimum location. In the case of equal probabilities (pi = p)
the heuristic gives a bound of (1-p).
In section 3 we introduce formally the probabilistic traveling salesman
facility location problem and reduce it to the solution of n PTSPs. We
further propose an O(n 2 ) heuristic which is a factor of O(log n) from both
the optimal TSFLP and the PTSFLP. This heuristic has the important
property of providing an operational strategy to find a tour at every in-
stance, rather than having to compute the optimal traveling salesman tour
(TST) in every instance. We further conjecture that the heuristic is within
a constant factor of the optimal solution. A byproduct of our analysis is an
O(n 2 ) algorithm which solves the PTSFLP in a general network given an
a priori probabilistic traveling salesman type of tour, thus improving the
algorithm proposed in [4] by a factor of n.
In section 4 we perform probabilistic analysis in the Euclidean plane.
We prove that the heuristic proposed in [5] is asymptotically optimal and
furthermore the PTSFLP is asymptotically equivalent to TSFLP which is
an important result, since the PTSFLP has the advantage of avoiding the
calculation of an optimal tour of every instance. Moreover, we prove that
the heuristic of section 3 is within 25% of the optimal PTSFLP. The final
section includes some concluding remarks.
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1 Locating the Facility at an Always Present
Node is Optimal for the TSFLP
Berman and Simchi-Levi [5] proved that it is optimal to locate the facility at
a node of the network, thus reducing the TSFLP to a problem of selecting
one from the n nodes. Then, given the network G = (V, E) we want to find
i E V to minimize
g(i) - E p(S)L(S U i), (1)
sCV
where p(S) is the probability that only nodes from the set S have non-zero
demand and L(S U i) is the length of the optimal traveling salesman tour
(TST) r(S U i) for the instance S U i. We concentrate on the case where
node i has a demand with probability pi independently of any other node.
In this case
p(S) = II P (1P-r) 
rES rEV-S
Let i* be the optimal solution to the TSFLP, i.e. g(i*) = mini g(i). We
then prove the following theorem.
Theorem 1
If the distance matrix satisfies the triangle inequality, then, if pi = 1 for
some node i, it is optimal to locate the facility at node i, i.e. i* = i.
Proof:
Consider locating the facility at nodes i or j. By defining
pi (S) - P H (1 -pr),
rES rEV-S-{i,j}
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the objective function g(i) becomes:
g(i) = PiPj E pl(S)L(S U i U j) + pi(l - pi) pli(S)L(S U i)+
scv-{i,.j} scV-{i,j}
(1-pi)pj E pl(S)L(SUiUj)+(1-pi)(1-pj) E pl(S)L(SUi).
scV-{ij} scV-{i,j}
Since pi = 1 by assumption, we obtain
g(i) - g(j) = (1 -pj) pl(S)[L(S U i) -L(S U i U j)].
SCV-{ij}
But from the triangle inequality
L(S U i) < L(S U i U j), (2)
and hence
g(i) < g(j).
Therefore, it is optimal to locate the facility at node i. Note that the result
does not hold if the distance matrix does not satisfy the triangle inequality,
since in this case the inequality (2) does not hold. c
2 Improving the Analysis of a Good Heuris-
tic for the TSFLP
For general networks Berman and Simchi-Levi [4] proposed the following
heuristic for the TSFLP with relative worst-case error of . The heuristic
uses the idea of approximating the length L(S U i) of the tour r(S U i)
with L(S) + 2d(i,S), where d(i,S) -a minEsd(i,j). Since the term L(S)
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is independent of i, then in order to find the node i that minimizes the
expression
g1(i) - p(S)(L(S) + 2d(i, S)),
scV
it suffices to find a node i that minimizes the expression
f(i) p(S)d(i,S).
SCVscv
In [5] they propose an algorithm to compute f(i) in O(n log n) for each i
as follows:
1. Sort d(i, j), j = 1,.., n, such that d(i, ji) < ... < d(i, j,).
2. Then
n k-1
f(i) = E d(i,jk)pjk II (1 -Pjm)- (3)
k=2 m=l
Therefore, the total heuristic takes O(n 2 log n) and has the guarantee
g(i) - g(i*) 1
g(i *) < 2 (4)
In this section we prove that
g(i)-g(i*) < 1 ( pi.)
g(i*) -2
We first need an alternative way to compute g(i).
Proposition 2
The objective function g(i) can be written as




P2(S) -fPr U (1Pr)-
rES rEV-S-{i}
Proof:
Consider a set S such that i E S. Let S1 S- {i}. There are 2" - sets S
and also 2 n-1 sets S1 not containing i. From (1) we find
g(i) = p(S)L(S U i) + E p(S)L(S U i) =
scv,iES scv,ios
Pi Z p 2(S1)L(S U i) + (1 - p,) E P2(Sl)L(S U i),
S1CV-{i} S1 CV-{i}
since L(S U i) = L(S1 U i). As a result, (5) follows. *
In the next proposition we prove that the approximation g1 (i) is close
to g(i).
Proposition 3
If the distance matrix satisfies the triangle inequality, then
g 1 (i) < gl (i) < 2i(6)
Proof:
From the triangle inequality, L(S U i) < L(S) + 2d(i, S) (see also Figure
1), from where the left inequality follows.
Similarly, L(S)= L(S U i) for i E S and
L(S) + 2d(i, S) < L(S U i), (7)
because L(S U i) = d(i, r) + d(i, r + 1) + Ham(r, r + 1), where Ham(r, r + 1)
is the length of a Hamiltonian path using only nodes in S. As a result,
L(S U i) = d(i,r) +d(i,r + 1)-d(r,r + 1)+ Ham(r, r + 1)+ d(r,r + 1) >
9
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L(S) + 2d(i, S)
Figure 1: The lengths L(S) + 2d(i, S) and L(S U i).
2d(i, S)-d(r, r+1)+L(S) > 2d(i, S)-2L(SUi)+L(S) =• L(S)+2d(i, S) <
Then
g1(i) = > p(S)(L(S) + 2d(i, S)) +
SCV,iES
Pi E p 2(S)L(S U i) + (1- pi)
scv-{i}
From (5) and (7) we find
> p(S)(L(S) + 2d(i, S)) =
SCV,iqS
E p 2(S)(L(S U i) + 2d(i, S)).
scv-{i}
gl(i) < pg(i) + 2(1-pi)g(i) = 32 pg(









I P.)<1 I- i p)
Proof:
From (6)
A g(i) - g(*) (i ) - g(i*)
g(i*) - g(i*)
Since g( i ) = mini g(i) < g(i*),
3-pi g.) - g* )1
< g(i)-(i*) 2 g(*) - g(i*) < 1W < < .--- < ~~- (1 - pi*).*
- g(i*) - g(i*) 2-
If we apply theorem 4 in the case of pi = p we find that
g(i) - g(i*) < 1(1 _p)
g(i*) -2
which, for p = ½, gives a relative worst-case error of 25% instead of 50%
that the analysis in [5] would give.
The main disadvantage of the heuristic is that, although it proposes
a good solution for locating the facility, it does not address the question
of constructing the optimal tours r(S). Moreover, it does not give any
estimate for the cost of locating the facility at the particular node, it only
finds the relative worst-case error. Thus in a strategic planning scenario,
where the TSFLP would be most useful, the heuristic will provide a good
solution (within -(1-mini pi) of the optimal solution) for the TSFLP, but it
will not estimate how much the solution would cost. So the planner would
be faced with the rather unusual situation of knowing a good location for
the facility, but without knowing the cost of this decision.
These considerations lead us to propose an alternative and fundamen-
tally different facility location problem, which is discussed in the next sec-
tion.
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3 The Probabilistic Traveling Salesman Fa-
cility Location Problem
The difficulty of having to compute the optimal tour in every instance can
be overcome by using an a priori tour 7p and then follow the PTSP strategy
described in the introduction, i.e. visiting the present nodes at a particular
instance in the same order as they appear in rp, thus skipping nodes with
no demand. The problem is then to find simultaneously a node ip and an a
priori tour 'p to minimize the expected distance traveled using the PTSP
strategy, i.e. to minimize
h(i, r) - E p(S)L(S U i), (9)
SCV
where LT(S U i) is the length of the tour at instance S following the PTSP
strategy with a priori tour and the facility located at node i. As an
example, Figure 2 shows L(S U i) for S = {2, 3, 5, 7, 8}, i = 6 and r is the
tour shown.
The problem of finding simultaneously an optimal location ip and an op-
timum a priori tour rp is called the probabilistic traveling salesman facility
location problem. The reason we only examine nodes as possible solutions
for the PTSFLP is that Berman and Simchi-Levi [4] proved that even in
this case locating the facility in one of the nodes is optimal.
Let us first observe that the PTSFLP can be reduced to the solution
of n probabilistic traveling salesman problems as follows: If the vector of





Figure 2: An example of the PTSP strategy
i, the corresponding optimal a priori tour is the PTST corresponding to
the vector of probabilities (p1,.. ,pi-,l,i+l, ... ,pn), i.e. changing the
probability of node i to 1, since the facility is always present. As a result
of this observation, it suffices to find the n optimal PTSTs corresponding
to the vector of probabilities (1,... ,pi-1,,Pi+l,... ,pn), and then select
the one with the minimum expectation. The corresponding node ip is the
optimal location. Since solving optimally the PTSP is a difficult task,
we propose a heuristic when the distance metric is Euclidean based on
spacefilling curves. This heuristic produces a good solution to the original
TSFLP, avoids the difficulty of having to compute the optimal solution on
every instance and moreover calculates the cost of the proposed solution.
Spacefilling Curve Location Heuristic
1. Given the coordinates of the locations of the customers use the space-




ori tour rsF. The heuristic is based on sorting and works as follows:
(a) Given the n coordinates (i, yi) of the points in the plane com-
pute the number f(xi, yi) for each point. The function f: R 2 -+
R is called the Sierpinski curve (for details on the computation
of f(x, y) see Bartholdi and Platzman [1]).
(b) Sort the numbers f(xi, yi) and visit the initial points in the same
order producing a tour TSF.
2. Compute h(i, TSF) with vector of probabilities (p,.. ,pi-1_, ,pi+l, ... Pn),
for every node i.
3. Select the point iSF that minimizes h(i, rsF). Location iSF and the
tour rSF are the proposed solutions to the PTSFLP.
We first analyze the worst-case error of the heuristic.
Theorem 5
h(isF, rSF) -= O(logn). (10)
g(i*)
Proof:
Platzman and Bartholdi [10] prove that if the spacefilling curve heuristic is
applied to the usual TSP then the length of the spacefilling curve heuristic
LSF(V) satisfies:
LFV ) =- O(logn),
L(V)
where L(V) is the optimal TST. Consider an instance S of the problem. If
the spacefilling curve heuristic is applied to the instance S, it will similarly
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produce a tour T-SF(S) with length
LSF (S) = (log Sl) = O(logn).
L(S)
The critical observation is that rSF(S) is also the tour produced by the
PTSP strategy if the a priori tour is rSF, because sorting has the property
of preserving the order, which is exactly the property of the PTSP strategy
as well. As a result,
LTSF(S U ) = O(log n),
L(s U i)
and therefore, we find from (1) and (9) that for every i
h(i-=s) O(log n),
g(i)
The node iSF was selected to minimize h(i, rSF) so
h(isF, rsF) < h(i, rSF).
As a result,
h(iSF, TSF) h(i*,rSF)h<isF~i-sF ~ = O(log n)..
g(i*) - g(i*)
The above heuristic has the important advantage over the heuristic
presented at section 2 that it provides a way to find a tour for every instance
without having to compute the optimal TST. Another disadvantage of the
heuristic of section 2 is that it does not provide a way to calculate its
expected cost, but only its relative cost with respect to the cost of the
optimal solution. On the contrary, the spacefilling curve location heuristic
calculates the expected cost of the proposed solution as follows:
15
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By renumbering the nodes let iSF = 1 and rsF = (1,2,... ,n, 1). Then,
since h(isF, TrSF) is the expected length of the a priori tour rSF that cor-
responds to the probability vector (1,p2,... ,Pn) (isF = 1 from the renum-
bering), we can use the closed form expressions from [9] to find:
n i-1 n n
h(iSF, rSF) = Zd(1,i)pi f(1 -pk) + E d(i, )pi I (1 -pk)+
i=2 k=2 i=2 k=i+l
n n j-1
a a d(i, j)pipj 11 (1-Pk). (11)
i=2 j=i+l k=i+l
The final question concerns the heuristic's running time. Step 1 can be done
in O(n log n). A straightforward implementation of step 2 can be done in
O(n 3), since we can calculate h(i, TSF) for each i in O(n 2) from (11).
In fact, Berman and Simchi-Levi [4] propose an O(n 3 ) algorithm to find
the optimal location if the a priori tour is given, which is precisely what
step 2 does. WVe can improve on their result, by noticing that the difference
in calculating h(i, rSF) and h(i + 1, rSF) is only in the corresponding prob-
ability vectors, which differ only in the ith and (i + 1)th position. Based on
this observation, we can calculate h(i + 1, rsF) in O(n) given h(i, rSF), since
only the contribution of O(n) distances is different in the two expectations,
namely the contributions of the edges d(i,j),d(i + 1, j) for j = 1, . . ., n.
Thus, we can compute h(1, rsF) in O(n2) and then compute h(i + 1, TrSF)
from h(i, TSF) in O(n). The total computation takes O(n 2) time.
Step 3 takes clearly O(n) time. As a result, the heuristic can be imple-
mented in O(n 2 ) time.
Platzman and Bartholdi [10] conjecture that the spacefilling curve heuris-
tic is a constant-guarantee heuristic. Then if the above conjecture is correct,
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then the following result holds by following the same analysis as in Theo-
rem 5.
Conjecture 6
h(iSF, F () ,
g(i*) 0(1,
which is very important because of the nice properties of the heuristic
discussed above.
4 Asymptotic Analysis in the Euclidean Plane
Let X 1, X 2,... be a sequence of independent, uniformly distributed random
points in the unit square, and let X(n) denote the first n points of the
sequence.
We define
gn(i) Z p(S)L(S U i; x(n)),
scv
where L(S U i; X()) = the length of the optimal TST over the points in
S U i, if the initial ponts are X(n).
Berman and Simchi-Levi [5] proved that if pi = p and the customers lo-
cations are uniformly distributed in the Euclidean plane, then for every i,
with probability 1
lim gn(i)/', = TSPV/ , (12)
where /JTSP is the constant appearing in the celebrated Beardwood et al. [2]
paper on the TSP. (12) is exactly the asymptotic behavior of the strategy
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of re-optimization first established in [9]. In order to explain the result
intuitively, one has to observe that the TSFLP has two components. A
location component and a traveling salesman re-optimization component,
since at every problem instance we find the optimum TST. Equation (12)
indicates that asymptotically the location component of the problem is
not important, since no matter where we locate the facility the expected
distance traveled is the same.
A natural question is then to examine how the heuristic proposed in [5]
behaves asymptotically. If gl,n(i) is the expected distance traveled by the
heuristic, if customers locations are the points X(n) and the service unit is
located at point i. We prove the following theorem:
Theorem 7
If pi = p, then, with probability 1, for every i




g91i,n(i) = E p(S)L(S)+2 E d(i, jk)p(1-p) - = E[tnSp]+2 E d(i, jk)p(1-P)k- l,
SCV j=2 j=2
where E[,Tsp] is defined to be the expectation of the TSP re-optimization
strategy. Since d(i, j) < v/'2 for every pair (i, j), then
E[EnSP] < 91,n(i) < E[Ensp] + 2V2(1 - (1 -P)n),
and thus
E[TSP] < gi(i) E[ sTp] + 2/2
V - - v
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Jaillet [9] has established that with probability 1
E[, nsPI
lim = TSP p/
- ~~n-oo V/n
Taking the limit n - coo (13) follows..
Theorem 7 says that the heuristic is asymptotically optimal, but again
it is not important (in an asymptotic sense) where the facility is located by
the heuristic.
We further examine how the PTSFLP behaves asymptotically. Let ri
be the optimum PTST when the vector of probabilities is (p,... , 1, ... ,p).
If hn(i, ri) denotes the expected distance traveled by the PTSP strategy
with a priori tour being ri, the service unit located at point i and customer
locations being X(n, then
Theorem 8
If pi = p, then with probability 1 for every i
lim h,(i, Ti)/6/ = TSPI/P. (14)
n-wIoo
Proof:
Based on the observation of section 2, h(i, i) represents the expected
length of the PTST ri when all nodes are present with probability p and
node i is always present. Bertsimas [6] established that the expected length
of the PTST when all the nodes are present with probability p is almost
surely asymptotic to f3TSPv/n as n - oo. Using exactly the same type of
proof as in [6], one can prove that even in the case that one node is always




Thus, in the PTSFLP the location component of the problem is also
asymptotically unimportant, since it doesn't matter where we locate the
facility as long as we use the optimum PTST. We can also observe that the
PTSFLP and TSFLP are asymptotically equivalent, a fact that makes the
PTSFLP even more interesting, since in the PTSFLP we avoid calculating
an optimum tour at every instance.
Finally, we examine how the spacefilling curve location heuristic behaves
asymptotically. Based on the analysis in [10] we can prove (see [6] theorem
3.20) that
Theorem 9
If Pi- = p, then with probability 1 for every i
limsuph.(i, rsF)/V/1= 31vr, liminfh.(i, rsF)/V= _I2V, (15)
n-oo nl-*oo
l 1-,2 < 10 - 4.
Empirically, it is found that 3l = 0.956 and hence theorem 9 is very
interesting in the sense that the spacefilling curve location heuristic provides
an O(n 2) solution for the PTSFLP and the TSFLP, which asymptotically
is approximately 25% (accepting the conjectured value for 3TSP = 0.765)
more than the optimum value of the TSFLP and the PTSFLP.
5 Some Concluding Remarks
We improved the worst-case bound of the best known heuristic for the TS-
FLP and observed that under the triangle inequality the problem becomes
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trivial if one of the customers always has a demand. Moreover, we observed
that the TSFLP has the disadvantage of requiring to compute an optimal
solution of a TSP at every instance. Thus, it is extremely difficult to es-
timate the objective function g(i) of the TSFLP, since we need to sum 2'
terms each one of which requires the solution of an NP- hard problem.
These considerations motivated us to think of alternative approaches.
The PTSFLP addresses exactly these issues. Given an a priori tour
we can find the tour at a particular instance in real time, and moreover
we can estimate the cost of the proposed solution. Our analysis indicated
that if customer locations are randomly distributed in the unit square, the
two problems are asymptotically equivalent in terms of performance almost
surely, which is an important result in the sense that the PTSFLP not only
addresses the above mentioned issues satisfactorily but in addition has the
same expected cost as the TSFLP asymptotically. Although to solve the
PTSFLP is still a hard problem, since it requires the solution of n PTSPs,
we proposed the spacefilling curve location heuristic to find an approximate
answer to PTSFLP in O(n 2 ). We proved that the worst-case behavior of
the heuristic is within O(logn) of the optimal solution of the TSFLP and
we conjectured that the worst-case behavior can be improved to O(1). For
random customer locations we showed that the spacefilling curve location
heuristic is within approximately 25% of the TSFLP.
On the practical side, Bertsimas [6] includes the implementation results
for several heuristics for the PTSP, which are based on ideas of local opti-
mality and sorting. On randomly generated problems these heuristics are
21
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within 2-5% of the predicted expected cost (3rTspV/). These heuristics
immediately extend to the PTSFLP, based on the observation that the
solution of the PTSFLP reduces to the solution of n PTSPs.
As a final conclusion, we believe that the paper demonstrated that in
the context of location problems a priori strategies (PTSFLP) are a seri-
ous and practical alternative to re-optimization strategies (TSFLP). Our
investigation in [6] reached the same conclusion for other combinatorial op-
timization problems.
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